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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper it is shown how groups of diffeomorphisms on IP can 
be used to establish the short-time existence and uniqueness of perfect 
fluid flows satisfying certain asymptotic conditions at infinity. In 
particular, it is shown that solutions to the Euler equations exist 
which fall off to zero faster (in an LkP sense) than r-lea for certain 6. 
The techniques used in this paper are those developed by Ebin and 
Marsden [4] who carried the idea of Arnold [l] to do fluid mechanics 
on groups of diffeomorphisms to fruition. It is also shown that 
solutions exist with bounded energy in spite of the fact that for n = 3 
or n = 4, convergence does not occur in L2. Finally, there is a discus- 
sion of the existence of flows subject to external forces. 
The existence and uniqueness of solutions to the Euler equations 
on Iw” is naturally an old problem. The most important classical papers 
are by Lichtenstein [lo] in 1925-30 where he obtains results under 
special assumptions. More recently, in 1967 Kato [6] showed the 
existence of all-time solutions on R2 and in 1972 that short-time 
solutions for R?” exist for functions satisfying Hs = Ls2 conditions [7]. 
Similar results for R3 were obtained by Swann [14] in 1971. The 
results described in this paper are similar but not identical to those 
of Swann and Kato. They show short-time existence and uniqueness 
for solutions to the fluid equations in L,2(s > (n/2) + 1) with initial 
conditions in Ls2. We have to assume the initial data satisfy a slightly 
different asymptotic condition, but obtain solutions which satisfy 
the same condition. One advantage to our results is the establishment 
of solutions which fall off faster than Ls2 convergence would imply. 
Throughout this paper it is most convenient to use the total 
derivative Df : Rn + L(Rn, Rn) with the standard operator norm. 
Since this is equivalent to the norm obtained by using C \ af j/axi /, 
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we will occasionally use this norm without comment. The same is true 
for higher derivatives. 
Throughout, u(x) = (1 + 1 x 12)lj2. 
DEFINITION. For f: W-t Rm, define jlf&, S 6 = CaGs / Ok+*  Pf jLP 
and M$$P, UP) is the completion of C,,‘$&, W) with respect to 
II llP.S.6 * Many of the elementary properties of these MzG spaces can be 
found in [3]. 
The author wishes to thank J. Marsden and K. Uhlenbeck for their 
helpful advice. 
1. DIFFEOMORPHISMS ON W 
DEFINITION 1. Let h: [w” -+ Iw” be smooth (not necessarily 
bounded) then 
M$(h) = {f: l-2” - R” 1 (f - h) E M&(R”, ram)}. 
C”(h) = {y: R” ---f R” 1 /Ig - h I/@ < co}. 
We denote the identity map on lP by I. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For p > 1, s > (n/p), 0 < I < s and 6 any 
positive number, pointwise application of any multiplication Rm x U!’ -43 
induces a continuous map 
Proof. Let 0 ,< p < s - I be an integer. We need to show that 
(f, 4) I--+ Wf * 9) is continuous from Mg8 @ M$Y?l,6+1 into M&+l+B. 
1 us+O+zDO(f. q)JLr < C c 1 u~+~+~DY~. D”-“q ILc’ 
Id<0 
< c j(o”/“+“D’f) . (cA2+Z+fl-?‘D~-“q)lZo . 
lv14~ 
Now, we recall a well-known lemma [13]. Let I + K > (n/p), then 
multiplication is continuous from L$’ @Lip ---f L*. Thus we need 
show: 
These follow from this simple lemma. 
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LEMMA. For f E M%,B , p < 6, and j3 < k, we have ao+5D”f E Lfea . 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let p > 1, s > (nip) + 1, y E R, and 
tJ (4 = 14 E W,V) I i$ M4 > 01 
(Jq is the Jacobian determinant of q). Then iff: [w” -+ [w” is such that 
for each k, CJ Ikl+v-lDkf is a bounded map, composition is continuous 
Proof. We show inductively that for 0 < k < s that composition 
is continuous from 
For k = 0, we shall show continuity at (f, I). Letf’ E M&( f ), and 
q’ E U(I). We want to show for E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 such that if 
IV’ - f IlP,O.V < 6 and II 4’ - 1 Ilp.s,v < 6 then If’ 0 d - f Ilp,O,v < E. 
Note that C1( f) n M&(f) * IS d ense in M&,( f ). Thus for any 8 there 
is an J E C,1 n M&( f ) such that l/f - JJlp,O,Y < 8. We will choose 8 
later. Now, 
llf’ o P’ -fll D.0.Y G llf’ o 4’ - f’ o 4’ lIB.0.Y + Iv-~ 4’ - 30 4’ II 
+ llfo 4’ -3llti.o.v + ll3-fllD.o,, . 
LEMMA. Let f E Cl(I). Then 
Proof. We need only show 
Using Polar Coordinates (r, 0), f(x) = (f,.(x), fO(x)) and j f (x)1 = 
1 fr(r, O)j. Fix tI E sn 
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Since f E Cl(I), 
sup af70,e) < c 
ar 1' IWe 
and 
lirn fr(r' *) ----= lim afr(r' ') ( C +tm Y Y'cc ar 2' 
Hence, 
D =Ilf'~$--f~~'//;,co = s ~~ll~~~~IYlf’~~‘-f~~‘~~~II~~~ 
G C I R”l142’w) I~If'04'-f"4'll"~~~ 
by the previous lemma, and the Sobolev inequality. Therefore 
Similarly, 
Also, 
IIf P’ -f‘ri,,o., = (s,,, I 44(fo 4’ -“wqlip 
d SUP I WWI II (I’ -f llmv . 
Let sup l/J(q’) = a < co. Sincef is Cl close to f (whose derivative by 
assumption is bounded), we conclude sup,, j Dj(x)i < M. Thus 
llf' o 4' -fll p,o,Y < 4f - f' I/m.Y + ~8 + MII 4' - 1 Ilm.~ + 8. 
So let 8 < e/3(1 + a), 0 < 6, < e/3a, 0 < 6, - l /3M and 8 = 
min(6, , 6,). Proceeding inductively, assume the theorem is true for 
k = n. For f’ E Mu+,,, and Q E U(I), it is sufficient to show 
D(f’ o q) E M&+l(Df). Now Df’ E M&+l(Df) and Df has the 
property that u k+(y+l)-lDk(Df) is bounded (since d+yD”+lf is by 
assumption bounded). Thus we may apply the inductive assumption 
and conclude Df’ 0 q E M&+,(Df ). 
Now, D(f’ o q) - Df = (Of’ o q) . Dq - Df and as shown above 
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Df’ 0 q = Df + E% where E” E M&+,(O) and Dq = e + @+l where 
13 E ML..,,, > and DI = e, the identity matrix. 
D(f’ o 4) - Df = (W + en)(e +8”) - Df 
= en + Dfj + q3 
and since s - 1 > nip by Proposition 1, ?/3 E ME,,,, and since Df is 
bounded, Dffi E Mg,,,, and so D( f’ o q) - Df E Mz,,,, . 
DEFINITION 1 3 . . Let 9;,, = {f~ M&(I) 1 f -1 E M&(I)}. 
Note I E B?&, and so it is not empty. We shall for some s and y 
show 9;,, is open MT,, . 
LEMMA 1.4. Let y >, 0 and s > (n/p) + 1 then 9f,Y is a subset of 
the U(I) of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let y > 0, p > 1 and s > (n/p) + 1. Then Q’, 
is closed under composition and composition is continuous on 9:,, . 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let y 3 0, p > 1 and s > (n/p) + 1, then composi- 
tion is a continuous map from M&(W, W) @ 9:,, A M&#R”, W). 
The proofs of these corollaries rest on the fact that I and the constant 
0 map satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let 8 3 0, p > 1, s > (n/p) + 1 then 9&C M;,,(I) 
is open. 
Proof. We shall show there is an M& neighborhood of I contained 
in Bg,? . This is shown using two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.7.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.7 there is an MT,, 
neighborhood V of I consisting of Cl dz@eomorphisms. 
Proof. This is immediate from the fact there is an L,” neighborhood 
of I consisting of Cl diffeomorphisms [2]. 
LEMMA 1.7.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.7, ;f f is a C1 
dzfleomorphism in M:,,(I) then f p1 E MT,,(I). 
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Proof. Let f be a Cl diffeomorphism in M&(1). Hence sup /f(x) = 
M < co. So, as in Theorem 1.2 
jRn I 44(f-W - W’ dx < Cs,, I u”(fW(f(4 - 41” dx 
G CM jRn I u”W - fWI” dx 
< co. 
Hence, f -l E MC,(l). 
We need to show that for each k, 1 <k<s, that Dkf -~EM&+~(D~(I)). 
For k = 1, let e E L(lV, lRn) be the identity element (DI = e) and 
i: GL(n) + GL(n) be inversion. It is well known that i is a smooth map. 
Let U be a compact neighborhood of e in G,!,(n) containing Df (x) 
for each x E R”. Now i jU is a C” bounded map. Also Df -l = 
io Df of-l. 
jRn 1 ~~+~(x)(Df-~(x) - e)j” dx = JR* 1 ul+“(x)(z’ 0 Df of-l(x) - e Iv 
< c Iw” Ku”” J‘ of)(i 0 Of 0 f-l - e)i” dV 
< C s R" 1 ~l+~(i 0 Df - i 0 e)l” Jf dV 
< Ms;p 1 Di 1 jRn I ul+s(Df - e)l” dV 
< 00. 
We show by induction that for 1 < k < s that Dk(f-’ - 1) = 
qk of-l - DkI where qk E M&G+k(Dk(l)). For k = 1, q1 = i 0 Df 
as done above. Now assume the inductive statement for 1 < k < s. 
In this case DkQ = 0. Now 
Dk+l(f --1 - 1) = D(qk of -1) = (Dq” of -1) . (i o Df o f-1) 
= (Dqk * (i 0 Of)) 0 f-l. 
By induction, Dqk E M~-1-(k+1j,6+k+l(D 1) and it is easily seen that 
io Df EM:-,,,+,(e). So let io Df (x) = e + w(x) where zu~M$t.~,~+~([W~, W). 
Thus Dqk * (i o Df) = Dqk + Dqk . w. 
And, using Proposition 1, Dqk * u E Mu-(,+,),,+,+,(Dk+lQ). 
Thus, by change of variables, as in the case k = 0. D”(f-‘) E Mo,6+L 
for each k < s. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 1.9. FOY p > 1, 6 > 0, and s > (n/p) + 1, g:,,(I) is 
a topological group under composition and a smooth Banach manifold. 
Also, right composition is smooth. 
Proof. We already know that SS~+@) is a group, and that composi- 
tion is jointly continuous. We need only that inversion is continuous. 
However, since gf,6(1) is open in the space M:,,(I) which is a translate 
of a Banach space, we have @$(I) is a Banach manifold. In particular 
we may apply this lemma of Montgomery [12]. 
LEMMA. Let G be a group which is also a topological space. Assume G 
is a separable, metrizable, Baire space and multiplication is separately 
continuous, then G is a topological group. 
Right composition Rf: g f * -+ g of IS linear and continuous, hence 
smooth. Q.E.D. 
Remark. It can be shown using arguments of Kato [8] that left 
composition is not Holder continuous for any exponent 01 > 0. 
Thus the above result is sharp. 
We adopt the terminology of manifolds of maps. In particular we 
define the tangent bundle of S& as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.9. Let z E aT,6 . Then 
T,g’,,, = (f: aBn - [w”, x 1 R” 1 f = (z, g) where g 0 z-l E M&@!n, R”)}. 
T9?& =(J z T$#$ with the usual differential structure of a tangent 
bundle can be continuously identified with 5@$ x M$ since Rx-l: 
(2, g) + (I, g o 2-l) maps T&3$ + T,9?$ = M$ according to 
Theorem 1.7. Note that this map is not smooth. 
2. VOLUME-PRESERVING DIFFEOMORPHISMS 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Pr,8 = {f E SBt$(I): Jf t 1} where Jf is the 
Jacobian determinant off. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let p > n/(n - 2), s > (n/p) + 1 and 0 < p < 
-2 + (n( p - 1)/p). Then ifs = 1 + p, 3?$ is a smooth submanifold of 
5Q(I). Also ifz~9f,,V E T, 9?$ if V E T,9$!,(1) and div( V o z-r) = 0. 
Proof. We shall apply this standard lemma [9]. 
#o/18/1-6 
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LEMMA. Let $: M --f N be a smooth map between Banach manifolds 
and let n E N. Then if Q = @l(n), Q is a smooth submanifold of M if 
for each x E Q, D$(x) is a surjection and T,M splits into two subspaces, 
one of which is ker D+(x). 
Let 1: Rn + R be the constant function (l(x) = 1). Then the map J 
maps S@,(1) smoothly into M~-I,,+I(l), since J = det 0 D and D maps 
M:,&) --t ME_, /a+1 (e) smoothly. Also, det is a multilinear map, so the 
product theorem applies. Now I-‘( 1) = 9:+ , by applying the lemma, 
the theorem follows if D](z): T,&S$,,(I) -+ Mf-I,,+,(R”, R) is a surjec- 
tion with a splitting kernal. 
It is a standard calculation that for any vector field X, E TS9$ , 
DJ(z) X, = J(x) div(X, o z-i) and if x E 9$ , J(z) = 1. Hence since 
x, M x2 0 z-l is a continuous surjection, it suffices to show that 
Div: M~,(R”, W) + M~-1--1,6+1(~n, R) is a surjection with a splitting 
kernal. 
Let w E Mf-l,,+, . Then using [3, Theor. 21 since 6 + 1 = p + 2, 
there is a y E Mf+;,,, such that Ay = div grad y = w. Now grad 
y E M$ . Finally the kernal of Div is the divergent free vectors fields 
and this subspace splits [3, Theor. 31. Q.E.D. 
3. THE EULER PROJECTION 
It is well known [4, 1 l] that short-time existence and uniqueness of 
solutions to the Euler equations for a flow of a perfect fluid depend on 
the map P defined below being smooth. This shall be shown in this 
section. The technique is that of Ebin-Marsden [4]. 
DEFINITION 3. Let T9f,B and T9$f6 as defined in last section. 
Then as shown in the previous section TF$,6 C T2?y,B as a smooth 
submanifold for the appropriate s and 6. 
Let 
P: T=%+, - T9T.a 
by P(z, x) ---f (z, x - (grad A-l div X 0 a-‘) 0 2). 
Note 
div(X - grad d-l div X 0 z-l) 0 z 0 z-l) 
= div(X o z-l - grad d-l div X 0 z-l) 
= div(X o 2-i) - div(X 0 z-r) = 0 
and hence P(x, X) E T,gF$!s . 
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THEOREM 3.1. P is a smooth map. 
Proof. We prove this in several steps. 
Step 1. Let curl P?& x M$’ 6 -+ *;,a x M~-l,,+, be curl(z, X) = 
(x, curl(X o z-1) 03) and also let’div(z, X) = (z, div(X 0 2-l) 0 z), 
-- 
grad(z, X) = (z, grad(X 0 z-l) 0 z), then grad, curl, and div 
are smooth. 
Proof. Note 
div(x 0 z-l) Q x = tr(D(X o z-l)) o z 
= tr(DX 0 z-1 . Dz-1 0 x-1) 0 z 
= tr(DX * Dz-1). 
Therefore div(x, X) consists of rational combinations of DX and 
Dz. Hence by the products theorem (since s - 1 > n/p) the result - - 
follows. The argument is the same for curl and grad. 
Step 2. Let E = ((2, X) E Pf,& x Mf&R”, BP) j X 0 z-l = gradp 
for some p E Mf+;,,,-,(W, R). Then 
1. .!? is a smooth submanifold. 
-- 
2. div: E + im(div) is a smooth diffeomorphism, with inverse 
grad d-l: (2, X) ti (z, (grad d-lx o z-l) o z). 
Proof. This is immediate (using [9, III, Sect. 3; or [4], Appendix A] 
from the fact that E is the kernal of curl (as a bundle map) and 
is a smooth exact sequence of bundle maps. 
Statement 2 is a matter of simple verification, noting that hiJ is a 
smooth and a linear isomorphism in the second coordinate, and by the 
inverse function theorem is a diffeomorphism. Finally note 
div(x, grad d-lx 0 2-l ) 0 z) = (z, (div grad d-lx o z-l) o 2) 
= (2, X). 
Step 3. P(x, X) = (z, (X - grad-l o div(X, x)) is smooth. 
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4. THE KINETIC ENERGY 
A strange aspect of the previous proof is that nowhere does it 
involve the energy of the flow. In fact the assumptions entail that for 
n = 3, p > 3 and thus it is not at all clear that these flows are physical 
in the sense they have finite energy. In this section we shall show that 
for all allowable choices of p and m, 6 can be chosen so that the flows 
have bounded energy. Furthermore, we shall show that 9f,8 and 9T,d 
have weak Riemannian structure and show the energy is conserved by 
the flows in 9$‘d . 
PROPOSITION 4. Let n > 2,2 > p > n/(n - 2), s > (n/p) + 1 and 
6 > 0. Then &I$‘, C L2 continuously. 
Proof. Using standard embedding techniques [5], it follows from 
the hypothese L,P C L2. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In fact the above embedding is compact. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For n > 2, p > Max(2, 2/(n - 2)) and ;f 
--I + (n( P - 1)/Q) < p < -2 + n(( P - 1)/p), then JQ+,, C L, 
continuously, and the j&id equations can be solved on gf,l+,, for 
s > (n/p) + 1. 
Proof. The case LY = 0 is handled as follows. 
(J If12dV)li2 = (11 I?-“u”fl dry2 
< (J I u-8 l~)l’p’ (J I uTfl#* 
where l/2 = (1 /p’) + (1 /p). So the proposition follows if u-(l+p) E LP’ 
for l/p = (l/2) - (l/p). This follows if n - 1 - ~‘(1 + p) < -1. 
Thatisn/p’< 1 +porn(p-2)/2p < 1 +p. 
A fortiori, the case (Y > 0 follows. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If 2n/(n - 2) > p > n/(n - 2) then p can be chosen to 
equal 0. 
From now on we assume p, s, and 6 = 1 + p are chased in 
accordance with Proposition 4.1. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let z E g8p, and X, , Y, E TzSBf,B . Then 
(Xz , Y*) = JRn Gw>> Y&D W44). 
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Using Holders inequality and the proceeding two propositions, it 
follows that ( , ) is a continuous inner product on each fiber. We state 
the following facts concerning ( , ). For proofs see [4 or 1 I]. 
THEOREM 4.3. 
1. ( , ) is right invarient on 9z,6 and hence a smooth weak Rieman- 
nian metric on 9T,s . 
2. The projection P is orthogonal with respect to ( , ). 
3. Solutions to the Euler equations correspond to geodesics with 
respect to ( , ). Hence (l/2)( U, , U,) is constant as a function of 
t, for U, a solution of the Euler equations. 
External Forces. The fluid equations in Lagrangian coordinates 
with an external (body) force f are written: 
(W)n, = 4 , 
(d/dt)Z, = -grad P, 0 n, + f o n, , 
div(E, 0 n;‘) = 0. 
The smoothness of the projection is equivalent to (nt, II) --t 
(If - gradp, o nt) being a smooth operator [4]. Thus the existence 
and uniqueness of solutions to the fluid equations without forces 
follows from the standard existence theorem for ordinary differential 
equations. Thus existence when there are external forces follows by 
showing n, -+ f o n, is smooth on Ff,B . 
THEOREM. Let f E Corn@“, W”) then Lf: n, + f o n1 is a smooth map 
from 9f,8 into M$ . 
Proof. To show L, is smooth it is sufficient to show L,K~ is con- 
tinuous for each k(13). But since D”f E Corn for all k, this follows from 
Theorem 1.2 since COm C M?& . Q.E.D. 
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